
About Savina



The Activator of Your 
Inner Wi-Fi for Golden 
Hormones & Trauma 

Enlightening;
The guardian of women: 

from burnout to radiance, 
from self-sabotage to your 

full potential



The Nikolina Teslina of ancient self-healing treasures &
exercises for the modern lifestyle



7-times best-selling author of the 
novel Really Messy Enlightenment & 

Juicy Ovaries’, beloved TV personality, 
and a renowned teacher with more 
than 40,000 students in the small 

country of Slovenia. Her new book 
titled ‘Enlightened Trauma’ is based 

on a true story. 



The flower doesn’t dream about the bee, it 
blossoms, and the bee comes.



As a child Savina was unwillingly baptised in 
6 religions, received more than 100 spiritual 

initiations, and was trained in the most advanced 
yoga, Taoist, and shamanic techniques. She has 
survived intense emotional trauma and sexual 

abuse.

Her story is proof that regardless of the hand 
we were dealt in our past, or what we have gone 

through in life, we can transform our trauma into 
the wind in our sails and use its energy to change 

the world.
‘This is the reason why I have survived,’ Savina 
explains. ‘Not only have I survived. I thrive. I 

want to show women that we are the wholesome, 
powerful, pure CEOs of our destiny, regardless of 

what we have endured.’



Savina And 
Her Work

Dr. Wayne Dyer was the first to encourage 
Savina to start writing and teaching. She 
has been hiding in Slovenia for 10 years 
with record breaking numbers of satisfied 
customers and sold book copies, as well 
as a several-month waiting period for her 
classes. Now she is finally ready to share 
her valuable knowledge - which she has 
been gathering and enriching for 30 years, 
like real Nicolina Teslina.  - with the world.

Woman’s Lifting Clock
A union of the biorhythm clock and ancient cyclical medicine 
crucial for your regeneration.

Yogini Face Lifting 
A workout programme that trains all 57 facial muscles and 
activates your golden hormones.

5 Women Within Me 
A special programme that acts as a stress protector and 
radiance igniter for women, based on the theory of the five 
elements of Chinese medicine - it includes breast exercises, 
special meditations for women, full-body workouts based a 
natural biorhythm clock, and an autophagy-based diet with 
superfoods.

Trauma enlightening: 
Through my personal story I inspire thousands of women 
to face their darkness, transform their deepest wounds into 
wings, and glow in their grestest potential.



Savina is the beloved author 
of several columns, the TV 

presenter of a series of broadcasts 
(What’s the Time, Savina?) on 
Slovenian national television, 

and the host of the most viewed 
show Good Morning, Slovenia.



“What’s the Time, Savina?”

Big numbers in small Slovenia



Social media presence

She has connected her powerful 
community of more than 70,000 women 
in two attention-grabbing free-of-charge 
online events called 100 Days for the 
Perfect Women and Savina’s University of 
Perfect Regeneration (S.U.P.R.). HER FACEBOOK LIVE WORKSHOPS HAVE 

MORE THAN 20K VIEWS, EACH.



With more than 

40,000 golden emails, 

85,000 followers on social media 
(Instagram and Facebook), 

and one of the most read and most visited blogs 
in Slovenia, Savina has been named a guru and 

the most influential professional in the field 
of face yoga, facial diagnostics, the endocrine 

system, health, the glow and fluidity of women’s 
emotions, energy, and intimate partnership.



Featured in...



Best Selling Author
First book: Really Messy 
Enlightenment & Juicy Ovaries 
7-times best-seller in Slovenia
Second book: Enlightened Trauma 
(part of trilogy)



If Savina would make same numbers in the USA...

Slovenia has 2 million population and US has 327,3 million population. If Savina would 
have the same reach in teh USA as she does in Slovenia that would look like this: 

327,3 million US population

would be 12,273,750 FB FANS in The Usa

would be 7,364,250 FB LIVE views in The Usa

would be 6,546,000 wwomen in the mailing list in The Usa

would be 1,472,850 copies sold in The Usa

would be 376,395 women in the online school  in The Usa

2 million population of Slovenia

75,000 FB FANS in Slovenia

45,000 people viewed FB LIVE events in Slovenia

40,000 women included in mailing list

9,000 copies of the first novel sold in Slovenia

2,300 women are curently attending online school in Slovenia



Courage means entering our greatest wounds, for we 
cannot live until we have enlightened our darkness.

Savina Atai



Contact

@savinaatai

savina@savinaatai.com

+386 40 763 335 

Scan and hop on my website!

www.savinaatai.com

Nationwide and worldwide 
availability by arrangement!




